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CHINA’S GILDED AGE

Why has China grown so fast for so long despite vast corruption? In China’s

Gilded Age, Yuen Yuen Ang argues that not all types of corruption hurt
growth, nor do they cause the same kind of harm. Ang unbundles
corruption into four varieties: petty theft, grand theft, speed money, and
access money. While the first three types impede growth, access money –
elite exchanges of power and profit – cuts both ways: it stimulates
investment and growth but produces serious risks for the economy and
political system. Since market opening, corruption in China has evolved
toward access money. Using a range of data sources, the author explains
the evolution of Chinese corruption, how it differs from theWest and other
developing countries, and how Xi’s anti-corruption campaign could affect
growth and governance. In this formidable yet accessible book, Ang
challenges one-dimensional measures of corruption. By unbundling the
problem and adopting a comparative-historical lens, she reveals that the
rise of capitalism was not accompanied by the eradication of corruption,
but rather by its evolution from thuggery and theft to access money. In
doing so, she changes the way we think about corruption and capitalism,
not only in China but around the world.

Yuen Yuen Ang is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University
of Michigan. Her book How China Escaped the Poverty Trap (2016) received
the Peter Katzenstein Book Prize in Political Economy and the Viviana
Zelizer Book Award in Economic Sociology. She has been named an
Andrew Carnegie Fellow for “high-caliber scholarship [on] some of the
most pressing issues of our times.” In addition, she has received grants,
fellowships, and an essay prize from the American Council of Learned
Societies, Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, Chiang Ching Kuo Foundation,
and Gates Foundation. Her commentaries and interviews have appeared
on the BBC and CGTN, and in Foreign Affairs, The New York Times, Project
Syndicate, The Wall Street Journal, and media outlets around the world.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction: China’s Gilded Age

A mass of facts tells us that if corruption becomes increasingly serious, it will

inevitably doom the party and the state.Wemust be vigilant. In recent years, there

have been cases of grave violations of disciplinary rules and laws within the party

that have been extremely malign in nature and utterly destructive politically,

shocking people to the core.

President Xi Jinping, 19 November 2012

In 2012, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) faced its biggest political

scandal in a generation: Bo Xilai, one of the Party’s most senior leaders,

was arrested on charges of graft and abuse of power.WhenXi Jinping was

named China’s paramount leader later that year, he warned that corrup-

tion would “doom the Party and the nation,”1 and, soon afterward,

launched the most vigorous anti-corruption crackdown in the Party’s

history. Decades before Xi, China observers had pointed to the country’s

serious corruption problem.2

According to conventional wisdom, corruption hurts economic

growth.3 Cross-national regressions show a strong correlation between

corruption and poverty. For development agencies and many academics,

eradicating corruption is a prerequisite for economic development.4 In

1 Edward Wong, “New Communist Party Chief in China Denounces Corruption in
Speech,” The New York Times, 19 November 2012.

2 Lu (2000); Manion (2004); Sun (2004); Wedeman (2012); Pei (2006; 2016).
3 Mauro (1995); Mo (2001); Svensson (2005); Treisman (2007). As Treisman sums up in
a review article, “The correlation between economic development and perceived corrup-
tion is extremely robust. It survives the inclusion of a variety of controls . . . and it can be
found in each region of the world” (Treisman 2007, 225).

4 James Wolfensohn, Address to the Board of Governors at the Annual Meetings of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, 1 October 1996; International
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recent years, corruption has stoked popular discontent and led to the

toppling of authoritarian regimes, including those in Egypt and Tunisia.5

China, however, presents a paradox. Since opening markets in 1978,

China has achieved “the fastest sustained expansion by a major economy

in history,” according to the World Bank.6 Why has China’s economy

grown so fast for so long despite vast corruption?

This book shows that, in fact, China is not as exceptional as we think it is –

the closest parallel is the United States in the late nineteenth century,

a period characterized by both feverish growth and glaring inequality, con-

niving plutocrats and corrupt politicians.What we have witnessed since 1978

is China’s Gilded Age in the making. The assumption that all corruption

hampers growth is over-simplistic. To explainChina, wemust fundamentally

revise our beliefs about the relationship between corruption and capitalism.

WHAT MAKES CHINA AN OUTLIER?

Themost widely used indicator of corruption is theCorruption Perception

Index (CPI), which Transparency International (TI) releases every year.

According to the CPI, in 2012, the year Xi declared corruption an existen-

tial threat to the Party, China was ranked 80th out of 174 countries, with

a score of 39 out of 100 (where 100 is cleanest).7 Other countries in this

category include El Salvador, Malawi, Jamaica, Serbia, and Sri Lanka – all

of which have far weaker economies. This cursory comparison has led

many commentators to cast China as a “gigantic outlier.”8

Monetary Fund (2016); OECD (2016). See also Mauro (1995); Rose-Ackerman (1997);
Kaufmann et al. (1999); Bhargava (2005).

5
“Once Feared Egypt Official Gets 12 Years and Fine,” The New York Times, 5 May 2011;
“Corruption Enrages Tunisians,” The New York Times, 4 June 2017.

6 Website of the World Bank, “The World Bank in China,” www.worldbank.org/en/coun
try/china/overview (accessed 19 November 2019).

7 Another cross-national perception-based measure of corruption is the World Bank’s
Worldwide Governance Indicator’s Corruption Control Index. Since its release in 1996,
China has always ranked below the 50th percentile.

8 As Huang of the Brookings Institution writes, “Corruption retards economic growth. But
China is the outlier.” Likewise, the economist Mauro states that “its breakneck economic
growth combined with perceptions of widespread corruption” makes China “a gigantic
outlier,” while Rothstein calls it a “profound outlier.” See Yukon Huang, “The Truth
about Chinese Corruption,” Diplomat, 29 May 2015; Paolo Mauro, “Curbing Chinese
Corruption,” China–US Focus, 30 September 2015.
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China is a “gigantic outlier” – but not in the ways most analysts assume.

In fact, at China’s level of GDP per capita, it is not unusual to have

moderately high corruption,9 as Figure 1.1 shows.10 Nor is China an

outlier when corruption levels are plotted against GDP growth rates

(see the Appendix).11 Corrupt countries tend to be poor, and poor

countries usually have higher growth rates than rich countries.12
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Figure 1.1 Corruption and GDP per capita.

9 Plotting corruption scores against GDP per capita is a standard way of assessing the relation-
ship between corruption and economic development (Svensson 2005; Treisman 2007;
Kenny2017). Figure1.1 is apartial replicationandupdateof a scatterplot inSvensson(2005).

10 CPI scores are from Transparency International and GDP figures are from World Bank
Development Indicators. This figure includes 155 countries.

11 Tom Orlik, “Eight Questions: Andrew Wedeman, China’s Corruption Paradox,” The

Wall Street Journal, 26 March 2012.
12 This pattern is known in economics as “convergence” (Oded 1996).
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What’s truly extraordinary about China is that no similarly corrupt

country has come anywhere close to reaching its scale of economic

expansion. As Figure 1.2 shows, only two countries in the world achieved

nearly 11 trillion US dollars in absolute GDP growth from 1995 to 2016:

China and the United States. The popular image of the Chinese anomaly

reflects the stark difference between the two superpowers: the United

States is rated as one of the world’s cleanest countries, whereas China is

corrupt. Equally remarkable is China’s rare distinction of sustaining four

decades of rapid growth, whereas other developing countries typically

lurch back and forth.13 This implies that Chinese growth was not

a temporary fluke, made possible by luck or a commodity boom, as

seen in countries such as Nigeria and Russia.14
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Figure 1.2 China as a “gigantic outlier” vis-à-vis the United States.

13 Pritchett et al. (2018) distinguish between episodes of “sustained accelerated growth,”
which are rare, and “non-persistent growth with episodes of boom, stagnation, and bust.”

14 InWhy Nations Fail, Acemoglu and Robinson attribute China’s development without the
apparent right institutions to “a critical juncture” (Mao died and Deng took over),
a coalition of reformers, and “some luck” (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012, 427). But
this is hardly a satisfactory explanation for a country that has sustained transformative
development for four decades and in which development is still ongoing. Many poor
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The durability and gigantic scale of Chinese economic expansion,

juxtaposed with reports of “rising” and “explosive” corruption,15 can-

not simply be brushed away by assertions of imminent collapse, even

amid the current slowdown.16 How China has come this far – from an

impoverished communist regime to a capitalist superpower rivaling the

United States, despite a crisis of corruption that its leadership sees as

“grave” and “shocking” – must be explained. This is the task of my

book.

THE LIMITS OF EXISTING ACCOUNTS

Studies on Chinese corruption are voluminous enough to fill a library.

Many books on the subject describe the evolving forms and severity

of corruption in the reform era.17 By exposing corrupt practices, this

line of work presents a necessary counter-narrative to positive accounts of

Chinese officials as “developmental” and “entrepreneurial.”18 Yet it does

not explain how China has prospered in the midst of endemic

corruption.

One popular argument is that the Chinese economy and regime will

soon collapse due to rampant corruption.19 Casting the CCP state as

“incapacitated” and “predatory,”Minxin Pei warned in 2006: “The inter-

national community should start preparing . . . for the unpleasant pro-

spect that China may . . . descend into long-term stagnation.” A decade

later, he repeated his prognosis: “The inevitable consequence of crony

capitalism is the decay of the Leninist regime.”20 But Pei’s dark portrayal

countries have reform-minded leadership but are still hobbled by corruption. And
“luck” is not an explanation in any context.

15 Hao and Johnston (1995); Sun (2004); Wedeman (2005a; 2012).
16 Chang (2001); Pei (2006; 2016); Acemoglu and Robinson (2012).
17 Examples include Cadres and Corruption (on bureaucratic corruption), Taxation without

Representation (on corruption in rural China), and Anxious Wealth (on deal-making and
moral decay among businessmen and officials). See Lü (2000); Bernstein and Lü (2003);
Osburg (2013).

18 Blecher (1991); Oi (1992; 1999); Walder (1995b); Duckett (1998); Blecher and Shue
(2001); Whiting (2001).

19 Back in 2001, Chang predicted in The Coming Collapse of China that the CCP regime had
only five years left. “No government, not even China’s, can defy the laws of gravity
forever,” he asserted (Chang 2001).

20 Pei (2006; 2016).
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only deepens the puzzle – if things are so bad, why hasn’t China already

collapsed?

Others argue that following market reform, China’s economy grew so

fast that corruption could not dent it. Wedeman, whose account is themost

comprehensive to date, explains with an analogy: “In China the hen was

increasingly robust and capable of laying more eggs than the Chinese foxes

[officials] could grab.” But there is no reason to believe that rapid growth

immunizes countries against graft and theft, especially given Wedeman’s

insistence that China suffered “very significant levels of overtly predatory

corruption.”21 Indeed, many thriving economies tanked under corrupt

governments; the Philippines under Ferdinand Marcos is a case in point.22

A third explanation, also from Wedeman, is that the Party’s anti-

corruption campaigns “prevented corruption from reaching even higher

levels or spinning out of control.”23 But this is contradicted by President

Xi’s emphatic statement in 2012 that weak checks allowed corruption to

fester to an alarming level. Other studies concur that crackdowns prior to

Xi’s arrival in office were episodic and ineffective.24

A final set of accounts imply that Chinese corruption did not impede

rapid growth because it was “less destructive” than corruption in other

countries. According to Sun, “corruption tends to be somewhat less costly

in China than in Russia,” as big bang reforms unleashed lawless corrup-

tion in Russia, whereas Chinese “arrangements of profit-sharing . . .

[turned] potential opponents of reform into participants.”25

This theory is plausible but suffers from a few crucial flaws. First, Sun

uses the term “profit-sharing” only as an analogy; she does not spell out

the mechanisms or demonstrate how such arrangements work. Second,

comparative arguments about the nature of corruption in China are

based on subjective impressions, which are often contradictory.26

21 Wedeman (2012, 8). 22 Overholt (1986); Kang (2002b). 23 Wedeman (2012, 8).
24 According to Manion (2004), disciplinary inspectors lacked independence and prior-

itized political unity over anti-corruption. Penalties dealt to offenders were also lenient.
In addition, the Party avoided alienating high-ranking members of the regime even as it
tried to check corruption (Cai 2015).

25 Sun (2004, 198). See also Blanchard and Shleifer (2001).
26 For example, Wedeman sharply disagrees with Sun’s perception of China’s corruption

as less damaging than Russia’s. Instead, he insists that Chinese corruption conforms to
“the worst examples of endemic and economically destructive corruption elsewhere in
the developing world” (Wedeman 2012, 5).
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Without systematic data, we cannot tell who is right or wrong. Third,

Sun’s claim that China’s corruption is of a less destructive variety is not

supported by evidence. Instead, throughout her book, she proves the

opposite – “the weakening of state institutions and capacities” resulted in

“worsening corruption”27 – which takes us back to square one: if corrup-

tion is indeed bad and getting worse, why has China prospered?

In short, despite an abundant literature, the paradox remains unre-

solved. To advance a satisfactory explanation, this book offers a different

approach centered on “unbundling corruption,” and it has four key

features. First, rather than accept the conventional wisdom that all cor-

ruption retards growth, I unpack and revise this assumption. Second,

rather than assert that China’s structure of corruption is of a certain type

on the basis of anecdotes or subjective impressions, I establish objective

standards and collect data to compare corruption structures in China

and other countries. Third, rather than lump more than 50 million

functionaries in China’s gigantic bureaucracy into one homogeneous

group, my theory distinguishes between political elites and rank-and-

file bureaucrats, who engage in different forms of corruption.28 Fourth,

my study deploys a range of data, both qualitative and quantitative, within

China and across countries, to support my explanation.

UNBUNDLING CORRUPTION

Corruption is conventionally defined as the abuse of public office for

private gain. This broad definition encompasses many varieties of corrup-

tion, but global indices, including the CPI and the World Bank’s Control

of Corruption Index, present bundled scores – one number for every

country. This approach obscures the fact that not all corruption is equally

damaging. Indeed, I contend that certain kinds of corruption may stimu-

late growth in the short term yet produce serious risks and distortions.

To revisit the relationship between corruption and capitalism, we

must first unbundle corruption into qualitatively distinct types. Any

27 Sun (2004, 8). See Wedeman (2005b).
28 Macro political-economy theories of deals and corruption model only national political

elites (Khan 2010; Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Pritchett et al. 2018).
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useful typology must strike a balance between nuance and parsimony,

that is, neither too few nor too many categories. Keeping this in mind,

I propose a typology along two dimensions: (i) corruption with

exchanges vs. theft, and (ii) corruption involving elites vs. non-elites.

TWO DIMENSIONS. First, I distinguish between corruption involving

two-way exchanges between officials and social actors29 – including but

not limited to bribery – and corruption involving theft, such as embezzle-

ment or extortion. Classic models of corruption focus on bribery.30 To

give two examples from a long list, Shleifer and Vishny’s seminal article

on corruption considers only bribery,31 and Fisman and Golden’s primer

on corruption opens with the problem of “whether to pay a bribe to

receive a government benefit or service.”32 But this omits an important

form of corruption: state actors who steal from public coffers, or who

extort without providing any benefit in return.33

Second, I highlight the difference between corruption involving elite

political actors, such as politicians and leaders, and non-elites: regular

civil servants, police officers, inspectors, customs officers, and front-line

providers of public services. This dimension captures corruption that

occurs among high- and low-level actors, which some term “grand” and

“petty” corruption, respectively.34 Political elites can grant special deals,

block access, or control public coffers. This kind of corruption, there-

fore, involves high monetary stakes and the allocation of valuable

resources such as land and legislations. Conversely, rank-and-file

29 Whereas corrupt exchanges involve citizens or businesses giving benefits to state
actors in exchange for their favors, clientelism entails state actors dispensing bene-
fits to citizens in return for their votes or political support (Hicken 2011).

30 For a non-exhaustive list of influential corruption studies focusing on bribery, see Rose-
Ackerman (1978; 1999); Besley and McLaren (1993); Bardhan (1997); Gray and
Kaufman (1998); Ades and Di Tella (1999); McMillan and Zoido (2004).

31 In Shleifer and Vishny (1993), the term “corruption with theft” does not refer to
embezzlement, but rather to bribery that results in a loss of public revenue, e.g., bribing
customs officers to waive customs taxes.

32 Fisman and Golden (2017). But note that the authors subsequently discuss whether
corruption should include influence peddling and legal practices.

33 One notable exception is Reinikka and Svensson’s (2004) study on the theft of
government education funding in Uganda, where they estimate a leakage rate of
87 percent.

34 Rose-Ackerman (1999; 2002); Jain (2001); Bussell (2012).
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bureaucrats exercise discretion only within their limited job scope, for

example, processing permits or assigning school enrollment slots.

FOUR VARIETIES OF CORRUPTION. Dividing corruption along

these two dimensions generates a matrix of four categories, as shown in

Figure 1.3.

To illustrate each of the four categories, consider these distinct acts of

corruption.

• Petty theft: In Bangkok, Thailand, complaints about police shake-

downs are on the rise. As an anti-corruption politician puts it, “If you

go to Sukhumvit Road, you can see the police looking for tourists who

are smoking or drop a cigarette butt, then they ask for their passport

and make them pay 2000 baht [just over US$60].”35

• Grand theft: Sani Abacha, themilitary dictator of Nigeria, siphoned an

estimated US$4 billion from the central bank into his overseas

accounts, which is nearly 10 percent of the country’s entire GDP of

$55 billion in 1998, the year he left office. Recently, Swiss authorities

recovered and returned US$300 million of the “Abacha loot” to the

Nigerian government.36

Figure 1.3 Unbundling
corruption into four types.

35 Ian Lloyd Neubauer, “Tourists Are Reporting a Dramatic Surge in Harassment by Thai
Police,” Time, 25 January 2015.

36 Bukola Adebayo, “Former Nigerian Dictator’s $267Million Seized from Jersey Account,”
CNN, 5 June 2019.
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• Speed money: In India small shops shutter despite a booming retail

market because, as one retailer lamented, “It’s not possible to do

business without greasing palms, without paying bribes.” A typical

supermarketmust obtain a daunting list of 40 permits, forcing retailers

to bribe many officers in order to get these permits faster, which cuts

into their thin profit margins.37

• Access money: Turning to China, Ji Jianye, former Party secretary of

Yangzhou city, received hefty gifts, bribes, and company shares from

his long-time cronies in exchange for near-monopoly access to govern-

ment construction and renovation projects. Within six years of Ji’s

tenure, their company’s profits multiplied 15-fold. But as soon as Ji

was investigated for corruption, its share price fell.38

From these examples, it’s clear that corruption manifests itself in extre-

mely diverse ways, which makes lumping them into a single category or

score misleading. Generically described, each of the four categories in

Figure 1.3 encompasses the following.

• Petty theft refers to acts of stealing, misuse of public funds, or extor-

tion among street-level bureaucrats.

• Grand theft refers to embezzlement ormisappropriation of large sums

of public monies by political elites who control state finances.

• Speed money means petty bribes that businesses or citizens pay to

bureaucrats to get around hurdles or speed things up.

• Access money encompasses high-stakes rewards extended by business

actors to powerful officials, not just for speed, but to access exclusive,

valuable privileges.

Whereas petty theft, grand theft, and speed money are almost always

illegal, access money can encompass both illegal and legal actions. Illegal

forms of access money entail large bribes and kickbacks – which are

common in China – but they can also include ambiguously or completely

legal exchanges that omit cash bribes, for example, cultivating political

connections, campaign finance, “revolving door” practices (moving

37 Nandita Bose, “Speed Money Puts the Brakes on India’s Retail Growth,” Reuters,
5 May 2013.

38 This case is examined in detail in Chapter 5.
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between leadership posts in private and public sectors), and influence

peddling.39

Much of the literature on bribery centers on “speed money” but

neglects “access money.”40 The popular analogy of “greasing the

wheels” implies overcoming friction or cumbersome regulations,

which is equivalent to speed money in my typology.41 Access money,

on the other hand, buys special deals and lucrative rights, making it

more sludge than grease.

As Max Weber said, ideal-types are “border cases . . . of indispensable

analytical value, and bracket historical reality which almost always

appears in mixed forms.”42 Indeed, the four categories in my framework

oftenmix and overlap. For example, corruption schemes among Chinese

political elites may combine grand bribery, forged loan agreements,

insider trading, and collusion with thugs. But precisely because reality

is messy, we need to highlight the dimensions that matter most to our

inquiry.43

NOT ALL CORRUPTION HARMS IN THE SAME WAY

While corruption is never good, not all forms of corruption are equally

bad for the economy, nor do they cause the same kind of harm. The best

analogy is drugs (Table 1.1). Within my typology, petty theft and grand

theft are equivalent to toxic drugs – they are the most economically

damaging as they drain public and private wealth.44 Even worse, such

39 Although influence peddling is not illegal, it may be considered corruption, as Fisman
andGolden state: “There are cases in which public opinion holds behavior to be corrupt,
even if the law does not” (Fisman and Golden 2017, 48). Several prominent legal
scholars concur (Issacharoff 2010; Nichols 2017; Lessig 2018).

40 Leff (1964); Nye (1967); Scott (1972); Rose-Ackerman (1978); Manion (1996). This
distinction between “speed money” and “access money” builds off my historical analysis
of the coevolution of corruption and the economy (Ang 2016, Chapters 1 and 5).

41 Kaufmann and Wei (2000); Méon and Sekkat (2005); Chen et al. (2013).
42 Weber (1968).
43 As Collier and Adcock (1999) advise: “How scholars understand and operationalize

a concept can and should depend on what they are going to do with it” (cited in
Bussell 2015).

44 According to Wedeman (1997), looting is the most damaging form of corruption as “it
creates incentives for corrupt officials either to consume their illegal incomes immedi-
ately or to send them abroad for safekeeping.” Likewise, Sun states that corruption with
theft “entails absolute loss for an economy” (Sun 2004, 110).
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corruption subverts law and order, deterring investors, tourists, and even

foreign aid donors.45

The effects of exchange-based corruption are more ambiguous.

Some argue that speed money (petty bribery) enhances efficiency by

allowing citizens to overcome administrative hurdles and delays.46 As

Huntington wrote, “Corruption may be one way of surmounting tradi-

tional laws or bureaucratic regulations which hamper economic

expansion.”47 But this kind of corruption still imposes a cost – and

thus constitutes a tax – on citizens and businesses.48 Particularly for

the poor, even small bribes are crushing burdens. So, although speed

money is not as debilitating as petty and grand theft, it does not spur

growth. Alternatively, think of speed money as painkillers: although

they lessen pain, they don’t give health benefits, and consuming them

in excess is harmful.

Access money, on the other hand, is the steroids of capitalism.

Steroids are known as “growth-enhancing” drugs, but they come with

serious side effects. And countries both rich and poor, in the West and

the East, can fall prey to its temptation. From a businessperson’s point of

view, access money is less a tax than an investment. For example, Chinese

entrepreneurs are willing to bribe their way into legislative congresses

because the benefits of networking with Party-state bosses more than

table 1.1 Analogously to drugs, different types of corruption harm in different ways

Theft or

exchange

Elites or

non-elites Legality Economic effects Analogy

Petty theft Theft Non-elites Illegal Growth-damaging Toxic drugs

Grand theft Theft Elites Illegal Growth-damaging Toxic drugs

Speed money Exchange Non-elites Illegal Shortens delays but imposes cost Painkiller

Access money Exchange Elites Legal and

non-illegal

Stimulates growth but generates

distortions, risks, and inequality

Steroids

45 Kenny (2017). 46 Leff (1964); Huntington (1968); Scott (1972).
47 Huntington (1968, 69).
48 On bribery as a tax or worse than taxation, see Shleifer and Vishny (1993);

Bardhan (1997); Gray and Kaufman (1998); Wei (2000); Fisman and Svensson
(2007).
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offset the expense.49 Likewise, in the United States, big corporations sink

billions of dollars into lobbying every year because returns exceed costs.50

By enriching capitalists who pay for privileges and by rewarding politi-

cians who serve capitalist interests, access money can perversely stimulate

commercial transactions and investment, which translates into GDP

growth.

Yet this does not mean that access money is “good” for the economy –

on the contrary, it distorts the allocation of resources, breeds systemic

risks, and exacerbates inequality. For example, in China, bank loans are

disproportionately allocated to politically connected companies,51 for-

cing cash-strapped entrepreneurs to borrow from shadow banks at usur-

ious rates, while connected companies, flush with excess credit, spend

irresponsibly and speculate in real estate. Such distortions, however, are

not captured in standard linear regressions that examine only annual

income levels or growth rates.52

The harm of access money blows up only in the event of a crisis. The

Chinese leadership is aware that such a danger is real and is struggling to

keep its balance.53 Elsewhere, the eruption of crises linked to corruption

was preceded by euphoria: America’s first great depression of 1839

(triggered by risky public financing and state-bank collusion),54 the

1997 East Asia financial crisis, and the 2008 US financial crisis.55

49 See Chapter 5. See also “Hunan City’s Top Cadres Hit with Massive Vote-Buying Case,”
South China Morning Post, 30 December 2013, which is examined in the Appendix. Also
see Li et al. (2006).

50 Econometric studies of companies in the United States find a positive, robust relation-
ship between lobbying expenditures, corporate financial performance, and future
excess returns (Kim 2008, Chen et al. 2015). See also Fisman and Golden (2017, 44–46).

51 Li et al. (2008); Chen et al. (2013). But this is not unique to China – listed companies in
the United States with politically connected board members, too, secure bank loans at
significantly lower cost (Houston et al. 2014).

52 Perhaps this is why the perception of economies fueled by access money is typically
exuberance followed by shock when a crisis erupts. As Kang writes about South Korea in
the aftermath of the East Asian financial crisis: “While numerous observers profess to be
shocked – Shocked! – at the revelations [of corruption], in reality such scandals are
a recurrent theme in Korean political history” (Kang 2002a, 177).

53 At the opening of theNational People’s Congress in 2019, Premier Li Keqiang warned of
“tough challenges” and “a graver and more complex environment.”

54 See Wallis (2001, 2005); Ang (2016, Chapter 7).
55 While multiple factors led to the 2008 financial crisis, regulatory capture and influence

peddling was among them (Baker 2010; Igan et al. 2011, cited in Fisman and Golden
2017, 45–46; White 2011).
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Through an “unbundled” approach, my study draws a clear distinc-

tion between the quantity and quality of corruption. Wealthy economies

may have low quantities of aggregate corruption, as measured by stan-

dard cross-national indices, but it doesn’t mean that they have no corrup-

tion; rather, their corruptionmay be of a different quality – concentrated

in access money, which is difficult to capture and not immediately

growth-retarding. Contrary to popular beliefs, the rise of capitalism was

not accompanied by the eradication of corruption, but rather by the

evolution of the quality of corruption from thuggery and theft toward

sophisticated exchanges of power and profit. Compared with countries

that prospered earlier, China is still a relative newcomer on this evolu-

tionary path.

EXPLAINING THE PARADOX

Why has China prospered alongside vast corruption? I offer a four-part

explanation. First, the dominant type of corruption in China is access

money – elite exchanges of power and wealth – rather than petty bribery

or outright theft, as I will show in Chapter 2. The standard argument for

how corruption impedes growth, inMauro’s words, is that “corruption . . .

lowers private investment, thereby reducing economic growth.”56 What

this argument misses is that access money may actually raise private

investment57 – and even spur over-investment, as seen in China’s real

estate sector – thereby increasing growth, at least until the onset of a crisis.

Why has corruption in China primarily taken the form of access

money, rather than outright looting? Since market opening, China’s

political system has followed a profit-sharing logic, where both elites

and non-elites benefit from wealth creation in their jurisdictions. The

entire Chinese bureaucracy is incentivized to promote development,

even as officials engage in rampant deal-making. To understand how

this works, wemust distinguish between themechanisms of profit-sharing

among political elites, a corps of about 500,000 high-ranking officials

56 Mauro (1995).
57 As we will see in Chapter 5, the capitalist cronies who bribe politicians for deals are

usually private sector bosses.
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who are directly appointed by the Party, and rank-and-file employees in

the bureaucracy, numbering about 50 million in total.58

Political elites have both career and financial incentives to enthusias-

tically foster development. It is often said that the promotion of local

leaders is tied to economic growth,59 but in reality, the small number of

seats for promotion means that not all leaders may aspire to higher

office.60 The surer incentive, therefore, is financial: the more prosperous

the local economy, the more local leaders will profit.61 Successful

Chinese politicians typically kill two birds with one stone: by spurring

development and awarding projects to favored businesses, they achieve

political targets and garner bribes (Chapter 5). And, unlike democrati-

cally elected politicians, authoritarian local leaders can bulldoze old

properties, order new projects, and mobilize vast amounts of resources

at will.

Among rank-and-file bureaucrats, profit-sharing operates through

remuneration. Although their formal salaries are standardized at abys-

mally low rates, they are supplemented by an array of fringe benefits, such

as allowances, bonuses, gifts, and free meals, which, as Chapter 4 shows,

comprise about three-quarters of bureaucratic compensation. These

fringe components are pegged to financial performance: the more tax

revenue a local government generates and the more non-tax revenue

(such as fees and service charges) individual offices collect, the more

fringe benefits they can provide to their staff members. To borrow a term

from economics, fringe compensation in the Chinese bureaucracy func-

tions as an “efficiency wage”62 – it not only incentivizes revenue-making

effort but also deters bureaucrats from resorting to petty corruption.

Why did profit-sharing take root in the Chinese government but not in

other poor, predatory states? I would point to Deng Xiaoping’s historic

decision to open markets while maintaining the Party’s monopoly rule

58 On the size of Chinese public employment, see Ang (2012). Walder defines China’s
political elite as “all cadres at the rank of county magistrate or division chief [chu] and
above” (Walder 2004, 195).

59 Li and Zhou (2005); Huang (2017). 60 Kostka and Yu (2014).
61 Oi’s “local state corporatism” (Oi 1992; 1999) centers on the legal financial incentives

for local governments through tax-sharing arrangements, whereas I examine corruption
and rents as rewards.

62 Becker and Stigler (1974).
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and giving communist officials a personal stake in capitalist growth.63

Corruption (rents) rewards their effort and participation.64 This stood in

sharp contrast to the former Soviet Union, where sudden political and

economic liberalization (Perestroika and Glasnost) prompted the appa-

ratchiks to defect en masse.65 To use Olson’s famous analogy of banditry,

profit-sharing arrangements made Chinese officials “stationary bandits”

who are invested in promoting collective welfare, as they can fleece off

a percentage of gains, rather than “roving bandits” who just rob and

flee.66

A third explanation is that the government has curtailed forms of

corruption that directly inhibit entrepreneurial growth. This is a crucial

part of the story that abundant accounts of “crony capitalism” and “rising

corruption” missed.67 Corruption may induce communist officials to

enthusiastically embrace market reforms, but the central government

has to steer them away from corruption that damages growth and under-

mines state performance – theft and extortion.68 In Chapter 3, I show

that although bribery has indeed exploded since 2000, embezzlement

and misappropriation of public funds – which constitutes “corruption

with theft” in my framework – has simultaneously declined. Arbitrary

extortion of fees and fines, which had been rampant during the 1980s

and 1990s, became less frequent than before. In addition, my survey in

Chapter 2 shows that speed money (petty bribery) is less prevalent in

China than in highly corrupt countries such as India and Russia.69

63 Contrary to Nee’s prediction that market reform will erode the power of the adminis-
trative elite, Walder shows that party-state membership fetched consistently high returns
(Nee 1989; Walder 1996b; 2002). At the macro level, see Shirk’s theory of “playing to the
provinces” (Shirk 1993).

64 On the role of corruption in maintaining political order, Huntington observes,
“Corruption itself may be a substitute for reform and both corruption and reform may
be substitutes for revolution” (Huntington 1968, 64).

65 Solnick (1996); Åslund (2013); Walder (2003). 66 Olson (2000).
67 Hao and Johnston (1995); Hilton (1996); He (2000); Gong (2002); Sun (2004);

Wedeman (2012); Pei (2016).
68 Shleifer and Treisman (2000) offer a similar insight in Russia’s context. Although rents

are necessary for buying political support, the problem is how to induce actors to accept
less costly rents. Unlike in China, the Russian government did not employ capacity-
building measures to deal with this problem.

69 This is consistent with the Global Corruption Barometer 2011, which found that only
nine percent of Chinese citizens reported having paid a bribe in the past year, compared
with 54 percent in India, 64 percent in Nigeria, and 84 percent in Cambodia.
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These forms of corruption – petty theft, grand theft, and speed

money – were brought under control through an ambitious program

of capacity building, which began in 1998 under Premier Zhu Rongji

and is still being expanded.70 The program includes establishing a Civil

Service Law, standardizing tax rates, strengthening oversight through

budgeting and accounting reforms, replacing cash payments of fees and

fines with direct electronic deposit, consolidating public bank accounts,

and more. Because these reforms are dry and unsensational, the media

and even much of the academic literature ignores them. Yet their

practical effects are real: they have increased state capacity to monitor

and penalize non-transactional forms of corruption and “speed money”

payments.

Fourth, in China regional competition substitutes for electoral com-

petition in checking predatory corruption. Facing fierce contestation for

projects and investors, local leaders are motivated to curb “grabbing

hands” among rank-and-file bureaucrats. Such efforts sometimes

reached a point of religious fervor, as reflected in the leadership’s slogan

in a county of Hubei: “Investors are Gods, prospectors of investors are

heroes, bureaucrats are humble servants, and those who harm corporate

interests are sinners.”71 That’s not all – deal-making is part of fervent

growth promotion, too. Leaders compete to offer “preferential policies”

(a common policy term) to selected businesses. To stay ahead, they must

also project competence and upgrade their development strategies by

strategically positioning their locales, crafting commercial niches, and

branding, as Chapter 5 shows.

To summarize, my explanation for the Chinese paradox boils down to

four elements.

• The dominant type of corruption in China today is access money,

which stimulates growth but generates distortions and risks.

70 Yang (2004); Ko and Weng (2012); Ang (2017).
71 Interview B2013-334. This book draws on 375 interviews conducted with primarily local

bureaucrats from 2006 to 2015, and a separate set of 42 interviews with regulatory
officers in 2012. To maintain the anonymity of my respondents, I do not identify their
names or particular location. Instead, I identify the interviewees by the year in which the
first interview was conducted, followed by an ID assigned to each interviewee. For more
on the coverage of these interviews by region and department, please see Appendix B in
How China Escaped the Poverty Trap (Ang 2016).
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• Access money dominates because China’s political system runs on

a profit-sharing model, where the rewards of leaders and bureaucrats

are linked to economic performance.

• Beginning in the 2000s, capacity-building reforms have curtailed cor-

ruption with theft and speed money.

• Regional competition checks predatory corruption, spurs develop-

mental efforts, and ratchets up deals.

Together, these elements not only explain the Chinese paradox, but also

help to reconcile contradictions in China’s political economy. Chinese

growth is impressive yet imbalanced and risky. Local officials are corrupt

yet worship the pursuit of development. China’s regime is authoritarian

and politically centralized, yet its regions are economically decentralized

and highly competitive.

TWO GILDED AGES

Many of the features outlined above could also describe nineteenth-

century America. As the economic historians Glaeser and Goldin remind

us, “The irony [of the period] may be that corruption was large as

a fraction of government . . . but that economy prospered nationally

and locally.”72 Bribing legislators, insider trading, political patronage,

and so on, were all rampant. And yet America’s economy soared for

reasons quite similar to China.

American state governments were fiscally independent and eager to

promote development, both to win elections and to get rich. Access

money intertwined with the financing of major infrastructure projects that

paved the way for economic boom while vastly enriching a handful of

tycoons.73 Ultimately, the risks inherent in such corruption erupted in the

Crisis of 1893, leaving banks insolvent and forcing reforms.74 From there,

America continued to evolve. By the Progressive Era (1890–1920), as one

historian noted, “The most striking aspect of embezzlement is how little it

occurred.”75

72 Glaeser and Goldin (2006). 73 Wallis (2005). 74 Leahy (2010).
75 Menes (2006).
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To say that contemporary China and nineteenth-century America are

similar does not mean that they are identical. China is a single-party

autocracy whereas the United States is a democracy. As Menes under-

scores, in the United States, “even during the most corrupt periods, the

corrupt mayors and council members could be voted out of office.”76

Transparency mandates, muck-raking journalists, and crusading prose-

cutors were central ingredients in America’s battle against graft in the

Progressive Era. Xi, on the other hand, spurns bottom-up measures,

opting instead to stamp out corruption through the strong arm of the

Party apparatus,77 while expanding the state sector and tightening poli-

tical control.78

Although the threats facing China today – over-investment and exces-

sive debt, fueled by access money – recall America’s Gilded Age, this

doesn’t mean the country will inevitably collapse. This is because, unlike

the obliviousness preceding the American or East Asian financial crises,

the dangers in China are widely known and under the constant glare of

scrutiny. Long-standing Western expectations of Chinese failure have

perhaps unintendedly kept the regime alert.79

At present, the Chinese leadership is desperately trying to “derisk”

the economic and financial system while maintaining economic growth.

This is a high-wire act, made all the more precarious by the United

States–China trade war. Whether the leadership can keep its balance

will determine not only China’s fate but the global balance of power in

the twenty-first century.

DATA

Existing books on Chinese corruption often rely on a single source:

ethnography in one location,80 prosecutorial statistics and cases,81 various

news reports and secondary literature,82 and, most commonly, scandals

reported in the Chinese media.83 This is understandable – corruption is

difficult to study in any setting, even more so in an authoritarian regime.

76 Menes (2006). 77 Stromseth et al. (2017). 78 Economy (2018); Lardy (2019).
79 Philip Pan, “The Land That Failed to Fail,” The New York Times, 18 November 2018.
80 Osburg (2013); Hillman (2014). 81 Sun (2004); Wedeman (2012).
82 Lü (2000); Pei (2006). 83 Pei (2016).
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Nevertheless, because the data we use shapes the conclusions we get, we

must be particularly cautious about relying solely on media stories of

corruption.84 Using only scandals paints a skewed picture, as I show in

Chapter 5.

This book strives to deploy mixed methods and a wide variety of data

to shed light on the paradox of prosperity and corruption. Each chapter

of my book will address a different research question with a different and

appropriate data source, including the first expert survey that measures

perceptions of distinct types of corruption across 15 countries including

China (Chapter 2), official statistics on investigated corruption cases

(Chapter 3), text analysis of media mentions (Chapters 3, 5, and 7), in-

depth profiles of fallen leaders over the course of their careers (Chapter

5), an original dataset on county-level bureaucratic compensation and

incentive structure (Chapter 4), and another original dataset on the

downfall of city leaders during Xi’s anti-corruption campaign (Chapter

6). Last but not least, by incorporating more than 400 interviews that

I conducted with Chinese bureaucrats and businesses, my study delivers

voices on the ground to readers.

ROADMAP

The rest of China’s Gilded Age is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2,

“Unbundling Corruption across Countries,” critiques conventional

bundled measures of corruption and presents an alternative – the

Unbundled Corruption Index (UCI). This is an original expert survey

that measures the prevalence of the four categories of corruption in my

framework: petty theft, grand theft, speed money, and access money. It

provides preliminary but systematically collected evidence that China’s

corruption is indeed distinct from other typically predatory states.

Chapter 3, “Unbundling Corruption over Time,” examines how access

money came to dominate China’s structure of corruption. Contrary to

popular claims of “rising” corruption, I show that since the 2000s, only

84 AsHowson (2017) points out in a careful review of Pei’sChina’s Crony Capitalism, scandals
reported in the Chinese media are usually not independent investigations, but rather
“central-level propaganda” to shame and warn corrupt local officials. Interpreting this
material as evidence of regime decay, therefore, is ironic.
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bribery has exploded, both in frequency and in scale, while embezzlement,

misappropriation of public funds, and bureaucratic extortion have

declined. Two forces drove this evolution: the expansion of markets after

1993 and the central government’s rollout of capacity-building measures in

1998.

In Chapter 4, “Profit-Sharing, Chinese-Style,” I explain the little-

understood mechanisms of profit-sharing within China’s vast bureaucracy,

which are frequently dismissed as “organizational corruption.” Drawing on

extensive interviews and an original dataset, I show that in the Chinese

bureaucracy, fringe compensation is pegged to financial performance,

making it an unusual variant of profit-sharing in the public sector.

Furthermore, I demonstrate that the golden goose maxim – restraint

today yields long-term benefits – is not just a parable but a reality, thus

distinguishing China’s bureaucracy from myopic, predatory states else-

where. For the global development community, this chapter sheds light

on how poor-and-weak countries can escape the vicious cycle of poverty and

corruption through what I term “transitional administrative institutions.”

Moving up the hierarchy, Chapter 5, “Corrupt and Competent,” turns

to national and local leaders. Profit-sharing among leaders follows

a different logic: the more economically prosperous the locality, the

more personal rents they can collect as massive graft. By unpacking the

career paths of two infamously fallen officials – Bo Xilai (provincial Party

secretary of Chongqing) and Ji Jianye (city mayor of Nanjing) – this

chapter reveals why deal-making corruption was compatible with aggres-

sive growth promotion. It also fleshes out the structural distortions and

risks brought about by access money.

Since its launch in 2012, Xi’s anti-corruption campaign has gripped

the world’s attention. How will this crackdown affect China’s economic

and political prospects? Chapter 6, “All the King’s Men,” examines the

determinants of downfall among city-level leaders during Xi’s campaign.

My analysis finds a remarkably high turnover rate, indicating extraordi-

narily stressful conditions and heightened political risks for local leaders.

In addition, I find that patronage, not performance, predicts the like-

lihood of downfall. Facing harsh scrutiny, volatility, and mounting

demands, bureaucrats feel paralyzed, precipitating a new problem in

Chinese politics – inaction.
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In Chapter 7, “Rethinking Nine Big Questions,” I review my key

arguments and revisit the comparison of reform-era China to America’s

Gilded Age using historical data on reported corruption to highlight

their similarities and differences. Finally, I explore the implications of

this book for big questions in Chinese political economy and in corrup-

tion and capitalism more broadly.
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